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The BriDsh Psychological Society (BPS) is being examined by the Charity Commission as it 
faces complaints including allegaDons that it is potenDally puOng paDents at risk by 
arguing for the right for psychologists to prescribe drugs including hormone blockers to 
transgender paDents. 

The learned society faces allegaDons of poor governance, lack of openness and 
transparency and silencing academic dissent, and The Telegraph understands the 
president-elect is among those to have complained to the regulator. 

There have been at least 10 complaints to the commission, which has confirmed that it is 
"examining concerns about the governance and management of the BPS as part of an 
ongoing regulatory compliance case”. 

It comes amid claims that a recommendaDon to the NHS that psychologists should be given 
prescribing rights was a "biased" process "skewed" toward making it easier to prescribe 
hormone blockers. 

Psychologists do not currently have the power to prescribe drugs, but discussions are 
ongoing at the NHS on whether to recommend that ministers should be advised to change 
the rules. 

Alongside concerns over the prescribing of hormone blockers, fears have been raised by 
some BPS members that such a change would lead to an increase in the prescripDon of 
drugs such as anDdepressants and the over-medicaDon of paDents. 

Peter Kinderman, a former president of the BPS and professor of clinical psychology at the 
University of Liverpool, said the society needed to "get its act together" as the advice that 
it gives on such issues is of "dramaDc importance". 

It comes as a number of trustees resigned including David Murphy, the vice-president, who 
publicly cited concerns "about governance oversight, escalaDng expenditure and lack of 
openness and transparency”. 

The BPS said in a statement that the board "has to make difficult decisions" and if a trustee 
cannot accept the decision then "the correct course of acDon is to step down". 
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The society is also embroiled in a police invesDgaDon for fraud by abuse of posiDon a\er a 
female employee allegedly spent huge sums on a credit card. She has been arrested and 
bailed by Leicestershire police. 

Members, including two former chairs of the society's Division of Clinical Psychology, have 
set up a campaign group to call for a change in the way it is managed. 

One dossier of complaints to the Charity Commission, being considered by a caseworker at 
the regulator, details seven allegaDons against the society including rouDne failure of the 
complaints process and censorship of academic freedoms and dissent.   

The regulator has been told the BPS "flatly ignored" a le_er from 100 members expressing 
concern about the issue of prescribing rights, recommended in a report published by the 
society in October. The le_er, seen by The Telegraph, warned that the professionals had 
"grave concerns about the proposal to extend prescribing rights to some psychologists, and 
about the process through which the BPS view is being decided”. 

Prof Kinderman sat on the panel deciding on the issue and said members had a_empted to 
make their recommendaDons in favour before the consultaDon had even concluded. 
The professor, who is opposed to extending prescribing rights to psychologists partly 
because of concerns about society's over-reliance on medicaDon, said the "agenda seemed 
to be driven by hormone blockers" and the "whole debate was effecDvely biased and 
heavily skewed”. 

"Children are receiving both counselling and, in some cases, medical intervenDon in order 
to change gender on the basis of our public, scienDfic and medical understanding of the 
nature of gender. What the UK's, and therefore what one of the world's, most reputable 
scienDfic bodies says about these issues really ma_ers," he added. 
He argued that the society had an impact on way in which psychologists pracDce and are 
perceived in the real world, adding: "The negaDve side of all of this is if the BPS doesn't get 
its act together then we'll leave this important business to other people who will tell 
nonsense to the public.” 

A BPS spokesman said that despite "strong views" among members, the working group on 
prescribing rights had gone through an "expert and democraDc process" and the research 
and two-year consultaDon showed that it "could be useful in certain seOngs". 
The spokesman added that the society "does not currently have a fixed posiDon on this 
issue", which would be decided by Parliament in any event. 

The November 2020 prescribing rights report came a\er a  report in July 2019 on gender, 
sexuality and relaDonship diversity, with a crossover of some professionals on both panels. 
The guidelines were publicly criDcised by a group of 23 psychologists who warned the 
advice that a "'gender-affirmaDve' stance should be the default posiDon" meant they were 
required to apply a "pre-determined 'diagnosis' or explanaDon" without exploring the 
nature or cause of the distress. 



The BPS says the guidelines are aimed at adults only, but concern has been raised that at 
no point in the document does it state this or define the age range of "young people" that 
are repeatedly referred to. 

Despite the complaints, the spokesman said the guidelines are "not, in our view, at all 
contenDous. They require our members not to discriminate against individuals and to treat 
them with respect”. 

The members' campaign group last month called on Ian Karet, the new chairman of the 
Charity Commission, to formally intervene in the society because "the situaDon is criDcal" 
and they are "desperate to see a restoraDon of health and reputaDon for the BPS”. 

A le_er wri_en by Pat Harvey, the former chairman of the Division of Clinical Psychology at 
the BPS, on behalf of the group warned that there has been "the collapse of legiDmate 
administraDon, policy and pracDce at the BPS, a learned and professional Royal Chartered 
body with important responsibiliDes to the public and its members”. 

The BPS spokesman recognised that "debates on professional issues are o\en vigorous and 
the past 18 months have been turbulent" as the organisaDon is going through a process of 
reorganisaDon. 

But he argued that the complaints had come from a "very small group" of 60,000 members 
who "are unwilling to accept the outcome of our consultaDons and policy posiDons and 
have conDnued to be highly vocal in their opposiDon, as is their right”. 

The spokesman added: "The BPS is not perfect, and there is always room for improvement 
in any organisaDon. It is clear to us that stronger governance processes will be required in 
the future, and this work is well under way. We have kept the Charity Commission fully 
informed of developments throughout and conDnue to engage with them." 
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